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ABSTRACT 

This text focuses on the employment of the intensive reading methodology within the literature 

schoolroom setting, and scrutiny the strategy wont to the reading method that takes place 

within the ESL schoolroom setting. This text conjointly investigates all potential reading 

processes or steps, and valuate what steps within the intensive reading methodology is crucial 

for college students to specialize in the reading activity paying attention whereas having the 

ability to develop their vocabulary to be higher users of a people language, afterwards, this text 

conjointly justifies the concept of group action the intensive reading to the in depth reading to 

conduct simpler reading lessons that are ascertained in several literature school rooms. 

Therefore, knowing what takes place within the literature schoolroom and the way the method 

of reading activities area unit at work is important for educators and learners within the ESL 

schoolroom to conduct and participate within the reading additional effectively. 

 

Keywords: Intensive reading, in depth reading one, extensive reading, ESL classroom effects, 
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INTRODUCTION 

Theories of reading as a key language talent have intimate a shift from the normal read that 

it's a passive activity to create sense of written symbols by the reader associated etymologizing 

the that means that resides within the text; to an intriguing read that involves active 

participation of the reader`s thinking ability, taking into consideration his existing information 

or schemata concerning the topic matter of the text, choosing info that he desires and rejecting 

others among a posh operation (Vaezi, 2009). Therefore, recognising the word in its context aids 

in enhancing the reader`s ability to know the word in an exceedingly shorter length. Besides, 

readers ought to conjointly begin victimisation books that stress on repetitive use of words as a 

result of these books area unit equally helpful for learners to watch their word use on similar 

text. Alqahtani (2015), however, stressed that presenting or victimisation varied vocabularies 

in similar context could be a requisite because it demonstrates vocabulary mastery by learners, 

that could be a important ability for reading. ESL and EFL learners learn to browse at a quicker 

pace because it allows them to cluster words in manageable, readable chunks that is in itself 

an indication of fluency in reading. Unitization doesn't solely facilitate the learners develop 

reading at a faster pace, it conjointly provides them the arrogance in reading with higher 

understanding. Learners become readers with broader data encompassing a range of subject 

material that doesn't solely contribute to the mastery of the language however conjointly their 

data of the content. additionally, they produce the opportunities for themselves to acknowledge 

and comprehend however content is given in varied genres like recounts, expositions, and 
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narratives. The power to browse a lot of and extensively contribute to the event of upper 

confidence and motivation among the learners and this successively enhances the students‟ 

positive attitudes towards reading. [1] 

The main points of distinction between intensive and intensive reading are explained below: 

In intensive reading the reader reads multiple books, newspaper, magazines etc. to urge a 

general understanding of the subject of their interest. Conversely, Intensive reading cares with 

schoolroom learning, whereby the scholar is compelled to browse some text as persistently as 

needed to deeply perceive the subject. 

Extensive Reading could be a supplementary reading that cares with secret writing of the 

written communication. On the opposite hand, intensive reading is comprehensive in nature, 

because it involves comprehension of the written language. Extensive reading is reading for 

fun, diversion and pleasure, likewise on gain a basic understanding of one thing. However, the 

first focus of intensive browseing is to grasp the literal that means of the text being read. 

Extensive reading involves a reading of novels, journals, newspaper and magazines. As against, 

intensive reading is all regarding textbook reading.[2]  

Extensive suggests that covering a considerable space and then, in depth browseing refers 

thereto kind of reading during which students read and talk to massive quantities of fabric, 

chosen by themselves. As against, intensive refers to in-depth or targeted. Therefore, intensive 

browseing means that kind of reading during which the fabric must be read fastidiously a nd 

totally, to induce specific details. Reading is that the suggests that to review one thing, whereby 

the reader appearance at the words, image and characters of the fabric thus on comprehend its 

which means. in depth reading and Intensive Reading ar the 2 common approaches to learning. 

Basically, a perfect course of study combines each the approaches, whereby intensive reading 

are often wont to acquaint new language and in depth reading are often useful in spreading 

awareness of that language. Let’s move additional to grasp the distinction between in depth 

and intensive reading In addition to the present, the in depth browseing technique offers a 

chance to the scholars to read scores of material, that they choose for themselves consistent 

with their reading speed and capability. Definition of Intensive Reading Intensive Reading are 

often understood because the reading technique which needs intimate study of a text with the 

target of obtaining its literary or linguistic which means. The browseers ar presupposed to read 

the text with concentration and ordinary care, in detail, because it has sure learning aims and 

tasks. Basically, it's the in-depth reading of a relatively shorter piece of reading, to realize 

complete information from it. It aims at characteristic the answers to the queries of reading 

comprehension. Moreover, it are often used for the aim of skimming and scanning, and also the 

concatenation of the sentences. [3] It involves associate analysis of the text by the philosophical 

doctrine of the sentences and searching over every word, phrase associated collocation that isn't 

apprehensible with an aim of extracting the essence and which means of the text the maximum 

amount as doable and learn the descriptive linguistics and syntax rules. Further, the goals of 

intensive reading embrace understanding the gist and subject material of the text, rising 

descriptive linguistics and vocabulary, and understanding the thought of the author behind the 

text. the most focus of the learner is on the language used, instead of the text. [3] 
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COMPARISON CHART 

BASIS FOR 

COMPARISON 
EXTENSIVE READING INTENSIVE READING 

Meaning Extensive reading is an approach to 

language learning in which long text and a 

large amount of material are read by the 

students for general understanding. 

Intensive Reading is a reading method 

wherein learners are supposed to read the 

short text carefully and deeply so as to 

gain maximum understanding. 

Nature Supplementary Comprehensive 

Purpose For acquiring information or for pleasure. For understanding the literal meaning of 

the text. 

Covers Reading of novels, magazines, newspaper. Reading of textbooks 

Material 

Selection 

Reading material is selected by the 

individual himself. 

Reading material is decided and 

recommended by the teachers. 

Involves Reading of a number of books on a similar 

concept or subject. 

Reading of a book again and again to 

extract its literal meaning. 

Use of 

dictionary 

No Yes 

Helpful in Developing reading fluency Developing reading skills, vocabulary and 

grammatical knowledge. 

 

Advantages of the Approaches 

Extensive reading could be a useful gizmo for people that already get pleasure from the activity. 

shift your reading into your target language will definitely expose you to far more vocabulary 

than you'd ordinarily learn. The aim of this approach isn't to seem up each single foreign word 

however to simply immerse yourself in your target language. you'll be able to use context to 

work out most of the words you don’t grasp in an exceedingly text and, with intensive reading, 

you don’t exert yourself an excessive amount of. Instead, you'll be able to take joy in partaking 

with texts that you simply can well manage. With intensive reading, you'll be able to browse 

material that doesn’t challenge your comprehension an excessive amount of since the thought 

is to easily subject yourself to the maximum amount of the word as attainable. [5] 

Intensive reading, however, opens the doors to a full understanding of a text. you'll be able to 

take a passage of Shakspere once learning English or Murakami for Japanese and total the 

terribly essence of that paragraph. You translate each word you don’t perceive, deem the that 

means of what was written, and extremely interact with the text and its author. whereas you’re 

not exposed to the maximum amount new vocabulary like intensive reading, the intensive 

vogue helps you really perceive the language. you'll be able to take comprehension tests, 

interpret the a lot of difficult descriptive linguistics, and gain valuable skills that may assist 

you in learning your target language. This approach is additionally priceless to people who don't 
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get pleasure from reading most on take up intensive reading. rather than reading tons 

superficially, you'll be able to deeply interact with a brief text and leave with a way of nice 

action. [5] 

 

Disadvantages of Approaches 

While intensive reading could be a useful gizmo for people who get pleasure from reading, it 

extremely doesn’t work for those language learners World Health Organization notice the 

activity tedious. additionally, reading the texts superficially can mean that you simply will 

definitely miss necessary details that may are available in handy in learning your target 

language. The evidence behind how a lot of this approach helps learners acquire new 

vocabulary is additionally dubious. 

The problems with intensive reading largely got to do with the number of concentration this 

approach needs. Since you’re just about doing a word-by-word autopsy of the text, the mental 

effort needed for that may leave you exhausted once even a brief amount. which means you'll 

be able to solely dedicate a restricted time for this activity and may conjointly choose times 

after you feel mentally ready. whereas it's suited to people that don't notice reading pleasant 

(but ar able to suffer through a brief text), the shut analysis of the text intensive reading needs 

may be tedious and boring for tons of scholars. [6] 

 

CONCLUSION 

Extensive reading cares with reading completely different books and alternative study material 

supported an analogous thought or plan. In distinction, intensive reading involves reading the 

given material, once more and once more, to grasp it fully. 

In intensive reading, readers aren't purported to use a wordbook, as understanding every and 

each word contained within the material isn't important. As opposed, in intensive reading 

readers got to use the wordbook, to grasp the that means of each single word that is foreign to 

them. 

While intensive reading is very important for up the reading speed and fluency of the reader, 

intensive reading develops vital thinking, analytical skills within the reader, beside up reading 

skills, vocabulary and grammatical data. [7] 

Extensive and intensive reading seek advice from approaches to acquisition and teaching. From 

their names, you'll be able to in all probability deduce that they each celebrate reading as 

Associate in Nursing integral a part of acquisition. wherever they disagree, however, is in their 

approach to the current activity. 

Extensive reading can basically even be named as reading for joy. This approach advocates 

reading the maximum amount material in your target language as humanly attainable. This 

way, its advocates claim, you'll be exposed to the widest vary of vocabulary and grammatical 

structures. All of this can be purported to cause you to a more robust language learner and 

assist you on the thanks to fluency. [7] 

Intensive reading, on the opposite hand, focuses on closely following a shorter text, doing 

exercises with it, and learning it thoroughly. per this approach, this helps language learners 

extremely perceive the language’s descriptive linguistics and syntax. The proponents of this 
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methodology use a spread of exercises to enhance the reading itself. Foreign language students 

will, for instance, browse a brief paragraph then answer questions on the text, order sentences, 

or notice specific words. 
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